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Objectives

l Learned strategies to enhance individual and 
group interviewing/facilitation skills

l Increased knowledge of individual facilitation 
tools

l Increased understanding how person-centered 
planning is infused into the IEP process

l Increased understanding how content from 
person-centered planning tools moves into IEP
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Ground Rules
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Circle Meeting Ground Rules
• No side-bar conversations—one person speaks at a time
• Turn off pagers and cell phones
• Focus person responds first, then family, then others
• All ideas are respected and written down—feel free to correct 

any misrepresentations. Information can be removed—just ask
• You can pass, stop or ask to move on if issue too personal
• Circle meetings are meant to build on strengths, be positive and 

use positive language
• All input is welcome; disagreement is fine but NOT insults or 

arguments 
• Listen with your heart; don’t be judgmental
• Act upon what you hear. Be responsive.
• Brainstorm! Contribute ideas.
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Ice Breaker

Getting to Know You
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Person Centered Planning
is . . .

• Thinking about a person and the supports 
and people in his/her life who will move 
him/her in the direction of his/her goals and 
dreams

• Bringing people together in partnership to 
develop and take the next steps that are 
significant for the person to move toward 
the dreams. It is about building allies and 
taking action.
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Person Centered Planning
is . . .

• PCP allows the team to focus on: 
• What are your goals for high school? On 

graduation day, what skills do you want 
want to possess? At 25, what do you want 
your life to look like?

• Bringing people together in partnership to 
develop and take the next steps that are 
significant for the person to move toward 
the dreams. It is about building allies and 
taking action.
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What are Circles About

• Fostering collaboration, creativity, direction and 
action

• Encouraging innovation and building 
community capacity

• Seeking out and working toward a more 
desirable future

• Empowerment, growth, inter-dependence
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Circle of Support (Friends)

1

First Circle:
Circle of INTIMACY

Source: Forest, Snow, & Pearpoint. (1994). Inclusion Press. Thome Cres., Toronto, Ont. 
Canada M6H2S5

2

Second Circle:
Circle of FRIENDSHIP

3

Third Circle:
Circle of 
PARTICIPATION

4

Fourth Circle:
Circle of EXCHANGE
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Activity

Identifying your own 

Circle 
of 

Support
Me
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Understanding the complexity of groups:
4 major influences

The 
Environment

The Group’s 
Individuals

The Group as 
an Entity

The 
Facilitator
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The Environment

When?—is it convenient, how long will it last
Where? — a comfortable, neutral location  

– Include food, drinks
– Minimize interruptions
– Use circle or semi-circle
– Home turf preferred
– Keep it casual!
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The Group’s Individuals
Who is involved?
• Focus Person--ALWAYS
• Skilled Facilitator (best if neutral) 
• Champion
• Family (required and invited)
• Staff (invited) at home, work, program
• Content experts (long and short term)

Source: B. Mount
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The Group’s Individuals:  
Establishing a Circle

Who to invite?
• Who does the person want involved?
• Who wants/is committed to this process?
• Who is necessary to the process?
• Who is nearest and dearest to focus person?
• Who is connected to the community?
• Try for a balance of paid/unpaid.
• Source: B. Mount
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Considerations
ØAre your PCP “circle” members always the 

same as your IEP team?
ØAre you bringing information to the group 

from people you’ve talked to 1:1?
ØWhen your team meets, are there roles?
ØWhen your team meets are there rules?
ØWhose meeting is it?
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How an Individual  
Can Influence a Group

Each Member’s personal characteristics
• Interpersonal skills
• Information s/he has
• Level of motivation to participate
• Expectations of focus person, others, process
• Biases and assumptions 
• Work history/experiential history with others
• Reaction of participants to him/her
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The Group as an Entity:
The sum of each -Patrick Lencioni

A group entity’s effectiveness is reliant on its 
individuals being invested in group success. 

• Is there trust?

• Is there conflict?

• Is there commitment?
• Is there accountability?

• Is there attention to outcomes?
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How the Facilitator  
Can Influence a Group

Depends on his/her skills and attributes
• Person-focused values philosophy
• Positive and “doable” attitude
• Manages a lot of information well
• Establishes trust individually and with a group
• Willing to question the system/deal with conflict 
• Keeps people excited, focused, committed
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Facilitator Skills/Attributes

Communication skills/attributes specific 
to . . .

• Individual interviewing

• Group facilitation 

• Negotiation/collaboration/advocacy
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• What attributes do I have that make me 
a “natural” facilitator? How/Why?

• What attributes do I possess that 
impede my being a “natural” facilitator?

• How do I go about gaining strength in 
areas in which I am not “by nature” 
strong as a facilitator?

Personal Style & Facilitation



Individual Interviewing
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Make-Up of Good 
Communication

• 70% is effective listening
• 30% is effective expressive 

communication which is:

70%
30%

Body Language 55%

Tone of Voice/Volume 38%
Words 7%
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• How do you know when someone is 
listening to you?
– How do you feel?

• How do you know when someone is not 
listening to you?
– How do you feel?

Listening
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• Listen
• Don’t argue
• Empathize
• Ask clarifying questions
• Ask what outcome is desired
• Thank the person for talking about it
• Deliver on your promises
• Follow-up and make sure the question is 

answered/issue resolved

Simple Steps to Communicate Effectively
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Principles of Respectful 1:1 Listening

• Plan a comfortable place and a good time
• Stay focused 
• Ask open-ended questions vs. closed questions
• Use reflective listening (paraphrase/summarize)
• Avoid making judgments
• Make sure you have the WHOLE message 
• Look for signs of fatigue
• Respect privacy
• Explain how information will be used 
• Determine when to ask leading questions
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When might we use     
individual  interviews in PCP?

• To develop a relationship/rapport with the 
person and/or circle members

• If a person is not comfortable talking in (or 
being part of) a group

• Because someone with valuable 
information can not be present
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Dealing with Conversation 
Challenges

Individual seems nervous
– meet where person is comfortable
– limit distractions
– enlist ally/friend of the person

Individual has difficulty with open-ended 
questions
– break information requests into smaller parts
– use closed-ended questions in difficult spots, 

but do not over-use
Source: M. Smull
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Dealing with Conversation 
Challenges

Individual always tries to please the interviewer
– may need a different interviewer
– clarify your role/how info. will be used
– suggest use of a “communication ally”

Individual always gives the “same answer”
– may mean “I don’t know”
– suggest use of “communication ally”
Source: M. Smull
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Dealing with Conversation 
Challenges

Individual has difficulty expressing needs and desires 
– interview significant others (approved) 
– use videotape
– use symbols
– use photo/picture choice selection tool
– Research augmentative communication devices
– suggest “communication ally”
– observe over time in various settings

Source: M. Smull
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Dealing with Conversation 
Challenges

An individual in the group is
– A Monopolizer 
– A “Negative Naysayer”
– Not Motivated
– Non Participatory
– Clock Watcher
– Other



Managing Conflict
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It is a dangerous myth to think that 
constant harmony is normal and 
that conflict should be avoided

The Facilitator:
Conflict Resolution
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Conflict
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The Facilitator:  Conflict Resolution

!Creates energy
!Improves decision-

making
!Fosters learning
!Raises and clarifies 

problems

- Reduces contribution
- Wastes time
- Erodes trust
- Reduces productivity

Effective facilitators recognize that conflict is inevitable 
& can have + and -- consequences
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The Facilitator: Conflict Resolution
Successful resolution can:
!Increase commitment
!Build trust & cohesion
!Result in individual, 

group, systems change
!Encourage advocacy

Avoiding conflict can:
- Build up resentments 

and frustration
- Encourage status 

quo
- Defeat progress and 

work
- Cause lots of stress!
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Consensus as Tool 
in Conflict Resolution

• Make sure everyone is heard and feels listened to
• Don’t just vote—talk through the issue until you’ve 

reached an agreement everyone can support
• Consensus does not mean the team is in 100% 

agreement, but all have been heard and will support 
the team’s decision

• No one should give in just to reach agreement—
encourage conflict and differences of opinion as good

• Keep everyone open & striving for a creative solution
• Encourage questions so all opinions are understood 

before the team makes up its mind
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The Facilitator:
Conflict Resolution
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True person centered 
planning will also bring up 

difficult systems issues.
There is no way around it.



Managing Change
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Understanding Change
• Change never happens the way 

we think it will.

• People tolerate change at 
different paces/speeds….but it 
can add value.

• This is tough….there is no 
cookbook!!
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How we think change will 
happen

Change
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How it really happens….

Change



Using, Combining, 
Reinventing PCP Tools
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PCP Applications
üA positive way of introducing a person to 

others

üA means of building social connections and 
relationships

üPreparation for formal planning meeting

üA means of managing change

üProblem solving crisis times
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PCP Tools Most Often Used

Personal Futures Planning (Mount, O’Brien)
-usually involves a circle and large charts (maps) for personal profile, 
action plans, ongoing updates/plans/accountability

Essential Lifestyle Planning (Smull)
-usually done via 1:1 or small group interviews to generate a written 
report including who contributed to the personal profile, the profile, 
action plans, prioritized wants and needs

MAPS-Magill Action Planning System (Forest, Pierpoint)
-usually done for students using large charts and 8 questions

PATH-Planning Alternative Tomorrows with Hope (Pierpoint, Forest)
-usually a group planning process to do life- or issue specific- planning
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Components of Personal Futures Planning

1. Designing the Planning Process
-Establishing a circle
-Organizing a meeting
-Setting preliminary ground-rules with 
focus person
-Designing the agenda with focus person
-Discussion of graphics

2. The Personal Profile
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PERSONAL PROFILE

The People
in My Life

Choices I 
Get to 
Make

How I 
Communicate

My Health,
Safety, 
Rights
and 
Wellness

My Budget

Places I Go

My 
Roles

Obstacles/
Opportunities

My Dreams/WorriesMy Gifts 
& 
Talents

My Preferences
My Life Story

My Vision for
The Future
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Treasure Hunt into past.  Goal of  updating 
members with person’s story.

ì Learn about the person’s life history.
ì Ask the person and others about what the person has 

experienced
ì Collect old photos, etc, as clues.
ì Review documents and correct inaccuracies.
ì Translate jargon into plain English.
ì Shift focus from deficiencies to capacity and support 

needs
ì Construct a time line
ì Identify things to build upon and to avoid
ì Include judgment about areas of history that are not 

well known and that deserve more study. -Sally Reed Crawford

MY HISTORY
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Dates Call on 
the Phone

Clergy Doctors

Acquaintances
Staff Family

FriendsWho do you 
spend time 

with?

Identify support relationships – How can 
they expand, broaden/create new 
relationships.  -Sally Reed Crawford
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Church School Errands Weekends

Groceries
Time 
Alone

Vacation
Favorite 

Place
Daily Basis

Work

Identify places where an individual can get 
connected with ongoing relationships – versus –
places that just provide customer service.–Sally Reed Crawford


